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distributed through the mass and every stone is coated with mortar.
.Concrete shall be deposited in the work in such a manner as not to cause the partial separation of the mortar and stone. It ehall be spread in horizontal layers from six (6) to twelve (12) inches in thickness and thoroughly rammed. The ram-
mers shall weigh at least twenty (20) pounds; the end area shall not exceed twenty (20) square inches. The consistency of the concrete shall be as required by the engineer from time to time, but will generally be such that the concrete will quake under hard ramming1.
No mortar or concrete shall be used after it has begun to set; when setting commences the material thus injuted shall be immediately wasted. If in the opinion of the engineer the contractor fails to take clue precaution against such injury, he will charge to the contractor and deduct from the estimates the value of the cement in the wasted material.
G. S. M.
SPECIFICATIONS    FOB    STREET    PAVEMENTS AND MATERIALS.
133.   Specifications for Paying Brick Tests.   The
essential properties of a good paving brick are: (a) Strength to resist crom breaking; ($) strength to resist crushing; (c) toughness or strength to resist shocks and blows; (</) it must be comparatively non-absorbent. Any brick which possesses these qualities in a high degree will also resist abrasion or wear satisfactorily.
After some twenty year^. experience in the testing and use of paving bricks, it has been decided by the American Brick Manufacturer^ Association, and by the committees of expert engineers which have considered these questions:
jPYrjtf, That the various kinds of strength enumerated above under (a), (h), and (c) can all be satisfactorily shown by the rattler test, as described below,
Second, That while the absorption test is useful for determining the thoroughness of burning 'of a given clay, it cannot be used as a fixed criterion of rejection as between bricks burned from different clays without doing injustice to some of them, .since a harmless percentage of absorption with one clay would be a dangerous percentage with another.
The following standard rattler test of paving brick has been adopted by the American Brick Manufacturers* Association, in conjunction with an advisory board of engineers (of which the author was a member), and this specification is not

